CannaLight...

Common sense and science... applied artfully

Welcome, and thank you for your interest in CannaLight grow-lights. We believe that
the better you understand light and lighting for cannabis growth the more likely it is that
your choice for all your lighting needs will be CannaLight by LED Bloom.

Why LEDs?
Investors, including yourself, want as much return on investment (ROI) as they can get.
OR, they want the highest annual net profit per square foot of production area they can
get, even if it's at a lower percentage ROI. This is one of the reasons your choice in grow
lighting should be LEDs. With most cultivars of cannabis, properly designed LEDs, in
combination with proper cultivation techniques, will allow you to get both a higher ROI
and a higher annual net profit.
Yes, current generation LED lighting costs more up-front. It can cost you four times as
much, up front, to light the same footprint. If price was all there is to this story there
would be far less reason to consider running LEDs.
But it isn't. HPS is incredibly inefficient. Only 30%-45%{assuming 1/3 improved
efficiency of DEs over SEs} of HPS' consumption ends up as what Gavita referred to in
a 07 October 2010 white-paper on electro-magnetic interference as “usable light.”

(60% = .60 x 3400 BTU = 2040 BTU of heat being added, per hour, per 1000watt HID
This is higher efficiency than they claim.)
Per Jair Gavita, the spectrum of this “usable light” still needs a $700 LEP at 270 more
watts of consumption to be “complete”. LEDs would cost you about 50% more than
that upfront, before rebates and/or conservation incentives (We'll be coming back to
these).

“Why tie up the additional resources buying LEDs instead of HIDs?”
Here are a couple of excellent reasons.

1) The environment:
Our obligation to our kids, grandkids and the generations beyond them is to have the
least negative effect we can on the environment that we leave them. For indoor and
light-dep growing, mankind’s heedless squandering of resources has removed the luxury
of relying on inefficient lighting sources and/or cultivation methods.
Running 1000 watts ties up the air-cleaning ability of just short of two acres of trees.
“A healthy tree absorbs, on average, 13 pounds of co2 per year or 2.6 tons per acre each year.”
http://www.coloradotrees.org/benefits.ht…

According to a study done by the University of New Mexico, averaged across all forms
of generation, each kilowatt hour consumed releases an average of 1.5 pounds of carbon
dioxide into the atmosphere. Excluding associated electrical consumption such as
ventilation, running 1000 watts of lighting 18 hours per day for a year releases nearly 5
tons of carbon dioxide. It will take just short of 2 acres of trees to scrub this CO2 out of
the air and keep the atmospheric balance.
That’s just 1000 Watts of electricity. It applies equally to the HVAC that you will need to
deal with the 55%-70% of the electricity it uses which HPS converts to heat.
According to a number of consumer studies looking at purchasing patterns, 30-35% of
all consumer purchasing decisions are based primarily on environmental impact. Being
able to truly claim that you are “greener” than your competition is becoming more and
more valuable as competition heats up in an increasingly sophisticated market.

2) Higher Return On Investment:
These are no longer the days of the pirate pot farmer. In the real world of business we look at
incremental savings over the long term. Our dollars of profit are built out of the pennies we've shaved
off costs here and there.

Capitalization:
Although this is initially higher, PRE rebates and/or incentives, for LED lighting, this is
partially offset by lower initial HVAC installation costs.

Operating Costs:
Annual: lamp replacement, reflector liner replacement or reflector maintainence
Monthly: electrical costs for lighting and HVAC will be substantially lower
with LEDs.
Even without rebates and/or incentives LEDs break even with HIDs at about the three
year point and surpass them for another two years.

Are LEDs as good for growing as HIDs?
You may have heard,“LEDs don't penetrate the canopy as well as HPS. The yields aren't
as good.”

We beg to differ.
While this was frequently true of earlier generations of LEDs, the best of the current
generation all come close to or exceed HPS' penetration. They do this with better
efficacy per watt. What changed? They finally got the green light for growth.
Look at this SPD chart for the Gavita DE1000Pro Plus. Where's the blue? How can this
light get the results it does as a grow light? See that sharp spike at 555nm? Look at all
that green.

Each of the top ten current generation LEDs have far more green in their spectra than
previous generations. This has brought them closer to true “Solar-spectrum,” which is
what plants want, rather than “full-spectrum” which just means every color is present.
Yes, this probably contradicts what you may have been taught to the effect that, "The
reason plants are green is because they don't absorb green, so it's reflected." This is both
true and false. We are seeing the green which is reflecting off of the plants but most of
green which hits them is absorbed, not reflected.
The oversimplified version is that green is not absorbed as readily at the surfaces of the
canopy nor at the surfaces of the individual leaves so it penetrates deeper into the leaves
and deeper into the canopy, driving photosynthesis and other phytochemical reactions
long after the chloroplasts at the surface are saturated with energy from Red and Blue.

What differences make CannaLight better?
We understand and obey the Laws of Physics. Our light-recipes and fixture designs are
based on Wave Mechanics (how ALL waves work, both physical and energic), Thermodynamics (how energy builds up or dissipates) and the absorbtance chart which was
derived from 17 cultivars of cannabis. Our interpretation of the data is based on over
thirty years of cannabis-specific lighting research viewed through the lens of common
sense.
CannaLights are designed with a clear understanding that our plants, and the symbiotic
micro-organisms which are their intimate micro-environment, evolved under, and
adapted to the sun's spectral blend. The closer we can come to providing just the right
amounts of energy in each frequency range where it will benefit our plants'
development, the better. Boiled down: We know that plants don't count photons, they
absorb energy from them. So we design our lights to deliver the energy to grow plants,
not photon counts to sell lights with.

What we're looking at represents the
distribution of the Sun's energy, in
electronVoltage, across the different
bandwidths/colors. The length of the
wave a photon rides depends on how
much strength the photon was created
(propagated) with. The more strength a
wave is propagated with, the more
often (higher frequency at which)
waves are created. The more often
waves are created, the shorter the
wavelength (distance between
wavefronts).

Most people have an easier time understanding how light works if they think about it in
terms of sound. The wavelength bands of photons are also the frequency ranges of
electronVoltage(ev).

Think of the wavelengths as the notes of the song that our plants and the symbiotic
micro-organisms which are their intimate micro-environment have evolved under and
adapted to. The electronVoltage is how loud the note is being played (volume or
amplitude). The more photons of a particular wavelength there are, the higher the
eVoltage at that frequency.
Think about how music sounds when the wrong notes are played or are not played at the
correct relative volumes. How irritating is it when your car radio is tuned into “almost”
the right frequency. Do plants wince at sour notes? Do they notice dissonance?
As mentioned earlier, all waves obey wave-mechanics. It is certain that when you
provide energy at appropriately harmonic frequencies, the energy propagated takes
longer to dissipate. In music, we call this reverb. In electronics, we call this time to
return to zero charge, the “Slew Rate.”
When light is provided in which the relative levels of eV are at the same levels relative
to each other as is found in natural sunlight, the “Slew Rate” of that charge is extended.
In other words it takes longer for that energy to go away, so the plants have a longer
window in which to absorb it. This is the quantum effect.
It is the explanation of why lower wattage AND lower-PAR/PPF, lighting provided in
the correct solar harmony to extend slew rate can power more growth than much higher
PAR/PPF counts of photo-nutritionally anemic photons.

Again, plants don't count photons. They absorb energy from the photons which hit
them.

This is the ears which are waiting to hear
the sun's song singing nourishment forth from the earth.

This is the song they were born to hear.

This is CannaLight

Using common sense in applying science artfully didn't stop with our light-recipes. We
brought it to bear on how the fixtures themselves are put together.

We designed the LEDBloom Photon Generator (PhoGen) reflector to kill two birds with
one stone. The unique shape serves both to distribute the light more evenly and as a
highly efficient, passive heatsink extending the life of your lights without requiring
additional electrical consumption or moving parts to maintain.If a fixture runs at 280
watts and 4 of those watts are powering cooling fans on the fixture it's no big deal.
Right?

NO!!! Let's look again. Whether you're running one fixture or one thousand fixtures you
want to get every gram you can from every watt you consume. Say you're running 250
fixtures that consume 280 watts, including 4 watts of cooling, per fixture. This would
mean that you're running 1000+ watts which is 4 fixture's worth of electricity to cool
your lights. How many dollars worth of production is 4 fixtures in a year?
That's your real world difference between passive and active cooling.

Pulling the trigger is easier when you can afford the bullets.
At this point you should agree that what you want to be growing with is CannaLights
and we'd love to sell you a bunch of them. We think this is more likely to happen if we
help you get hooked up with any rebates and incentives you might be eligible for.
Sometimes the savings are big enough that we can come in and set you up with a
complete energy conservation package, including the lighting, for just the incentives and
you pay zilch, as in bupkis, as in not a freakin' penny.
Our parent corporation—Totalis Energy--has been working with the utility companies
doing solar and conservation retrofits for decades already so we know who to ask for
what. Let us help you make more money than you were planning to.
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